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FACTUAL FORMAT

A team of experts reveal the untold mysteries and
surprising techniques behind some of the world’s
most famous paintings in order to recreate them.
Can the reconstruction ever live up the original?
Can only a master create a masterpiece?

SUMMARY
The Netherlands is synonymous with the greatest painters and
renowned paintings in history.
Dutch paintings are illustrious, world-famous and unparalleled.
But, is there a secret behind these great masterpieces? If this secret
were to be discovered to replicate the painting, could you tell the
difference?
In MASTERPIECE, produced by POSVIDEOS and currently on
air with its 3rd Series on Dutch Public Broadcaster AVROTROS
(NPO2), a team of leading experts take up the ultimate challenge
to reconstruct a diverse selection of eight complex and heralded
Dutch masterpieces.

THE TEAM
THE HOST: Jasper Krabbé follows the footsteps of the original painter
and travels to all the different places he painted to reveal secrets and to
share special stories about both the master and the masterpiece.
THE PAINTER: Charlotte Caspers must master the style and technique
(of Karel Appel and Johannes Vermeer, for example).

In the process, the experts pull out all the stops to get as close as
possible to the artist’s technique, style and perception of the world.

THE RESTORER: Michel van de Laar helps the painter with a deep
knowledge of history and modern restoration skills.

THE KEY QUESTION: HOW DID THE MASTER DO IT?

MATERIAL EXPERT: Professor Dr. Joris Dik unearths the amazing
tools and materials the painters used and can discern between different
paints, pigments, canvases, and chemical properties.

Each aspect of the painting is unraveled and discovered, as if
peeling back layer by layer of paint, color, history and magic.
The team burns a cow’s skull to achieve the exact black that
Rembrandt used!

CARPENTER: Berd Visscher works with the team to build the canvas,
the frames and the perfect setting to replicate the past with a modern
twist.

They investigate the Vermeer’s “Girl with a Pearl Earring” to
confirm studies that have shown that it is not a ‘pearl’ at all – but
then, what is it?

STATS

Behind every brush stroke is a story; behind every tool, a journey.
Where did the painter create, and why? Who is in the painting?
What is it made of? From a modern master studio, the team of
experts blend old-world craftsmanship with advanced techniques
and technology to bring the masterpieces to life.
THE BIG REVEAL:
After five weeks comes the moment of truth. We are in the museum
in which the original master is displayed. The museum director
shines light on the reconstruction, which is now hanging right next
to the original masterpiece. Has the team succeeded in discovering
the master’s secrets?
The attentive viewer will see at the end of the program the
difference between a reconstruction and the true masterpiece. Can
a reconstruction ever live up to the original?
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First season 2016: 6 episodes x 40’
Second season 2017: 8 episodes x 40’
Third Season 2019: 8 episodes x 40’ TX January 8th at 21.15 hours,
NPO2 (AVROTROS)

FORMAT EXTENTIONS
15 theatre shows
A coffee table book
4-month long exposition in a Museum.

MORE INFO
Short trailer
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